
WHITESPACE35



We are Whitespace35, a multidisciplinary Design and Strategy firm. We work 
across Storytelling, Graphic design, Print design, User Experience, Data 
Visualization and Front-end web Development.  
 
Our passion lies in exploring how sound strategy, good design and the right 
technology can inform better outcomes and behavior. 

In short, we help brands make their information Accessible, Clear & Compelling.

Hello



Illustrations & Infographics

Policy papers, Reports & Publications

Factsheets and Presentations

Event Collaterals

Toolkits, Handbooks and Frameworks  

Training Manuals and Guidelines

Playbooks and Packages

Websites and Microsites

Data Visualization & Data stories 

Report Cards, Indexes and Dashboards

Digital Libraries and Repositories

KEY DELIVERABLESSERVICES TECHNICAL SKILLS

Graphic Design

Print Design

User Experience and  
User Interface Design

Data Visualization &  
Web Design

I work on these 
disciplines..

using the 
following tools..

to deliver across 
multiple touch-points

Photoshop Illustrator

InDesign InCopy Lightroom

Invision Sketch XD

WordPressHTML5 CSS 3



Our clients are organizations that incite change, transform 
lives, move things forward, break conventions, disrupt 
processes. We are proud to be associated with them.

Brands we’ve done work for



FACTSHEET 

Reducing the future burden of 
Cervical Cancer

for American Cancer Society

TOOLKIT

An innovation toolkit to  
tackle malnutrition 

for Anna Schurmann (Public Health Strategies)

TRAINING MANUAL

Screening guide to identify cancer 
symptoms and lifestyle diseases

for World Health Organization

DATA STORY

An interactive data story on racial 
discrimination in legacy cities.

for JustJobs Network and German Marshall Fund 
of the United States

TRAINING CARDS

Encouraging rural communities 
on hygienic latrine usage

for IDEAS42

MULTIPLE OUTPUTS

Tackling Air pollution through 
Corporate Social Responsibility

for Azim Premji Philanthropic Initiatives

DATA DASHBOARD

A data driven tool to assess the 
quantity and quality of jobs 

for JustJobs Network and Azim Premji University

TECHNICAL PACKAGE

A ‘Safe care, Saving Lives’ toolkit 
to tackle neonatal mortality.

for ACCESS Health International

WORK HIGHLIGHTS

Some of my  
relevant projects

Full portfolio inside



Portfolio of select works



CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

Reducing the future  
burden of cervical cancer.
The goal of the project was to develop a factsheet around the use 
of HPV Vaccination in India. The document was intended to dispel 
myths about the dangers of HPV Vaccination, with facts, statistics 
and easy to understand illustrations.

Illustration, Infographics, Editorial Design



Condensed factcards with 
assisting illustrations



Content 
structure of 
the factsheet











CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

Screening guide to identify cancer 
symptoms and lifestyle diseases
Instructional design for a cancer detection and screening campaign 
run by the World Health Organization in Rajasthan, India. The subject 
audience, being doctors diagnosing remote tribal community, lead to 
making the instructions as visual as possible.

Instructional design, Illustration, Editorial Design



Conceptual sketches for symptoms





Conceptual 
sketches for 
symptoms





Conceptual 
sketches for 
symptoms





“.. cannot recommend them enough!”
I’ve worked with Venkatesh and Whitespace35 on two fairly long projects and cannot recommend 

them enough! Their design sense is top class, their responses and turnarounds quick and they have 
a great can-do attitude. Plus, I’ve found them super patient and flexible.

- Priya Bala
Writer and Journalist

Testimonials



CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

Encouraging rural communities 
on hygienic latrine usage
In collaboration with IDEAS42, a New York based think-tank on 
behavioral science, we developed a set of training material to help 
identify latrine pit requirement of families living in Bihar, based on 
their family size. 

Illustration



Exploring the cultural context - facial features, 
environment, clothing, anthropometry, infrastructure.

Moodboard



Conceptual sketches based on cultural context



Final render - 
Hindu Family



Final render - 
Muslim Family



Complete training card indicating size 
of family against latrine pit size.

Design of 
Training Card



Multiple training cards developed 
for increasing family sizes across 2 
communities (Hindu and Muslim) for 
single and dual pit latrines.



“..working across borders exceptionally easy..”
Working with Whitespace35 was efficient, professional and produced excellent results. As an 
organization with offices in the United States, the team at Whitespace35 made working across 

borders exceptionally easy. We would absolutely use them again for future design projects both 
local and abroad.

- John Harris
Associate, Ideas42

Testimonials



CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

A ‘Safe Care, Saving Lives’ toolkit 
to tackle neo-natal morality
An ongoing project, ACCESS Health international required a design intervention that 
would empower hospitals, doctors and nurses carry out prescribed ‘change ideas’ on 
their own, along with supporting data to help reduce neonatal mortality.

Conceptualization, Information Mapping, Content Strategy, 
Content Editing, User Experience Design, Illustration, 
Infographics, Editorial Design and Packaging



Design system for passport sized manual



Quick reference manual summarzing 
list of key tasks to be performed.



Pocket cards to gamify the system 
and increase engagement.



Toolkit containing multiple outputs of the 
change package for different stakeholders



“...a rare find in the field of design...”
Venkatesh and his team are a rare find in the field of design who “just get it”! It was 
a seamless experience getting our documents designed, be it those in a minimalistic 

genre where whitespace is key or ones with catchy themes where colors speak. The team 
is creative, endlessly accommodating, with a razor eye for detail, and a wonderful work 

ethic. A big shout out to Team Whitespace35!

- Prashanthi Krishnakumar
Consultant, Access Health International

Testimonials



CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

An innovation toolkit 
to tackle malnutrition. 
Led by public health consultant Anna Schurmann, this document 
compiles various methodologies to tackle malnutrition. With clear, crisp 
instructions, across well defined phases, this toolkit aims to provide 
support for creation of more robust and scalable innovations.

Iconography, Diagramming, Editorial Design

Anna Schurmann (Public Health consultant) 
http://www.publichealthstrategies.net/





Content structure 
and navigation 
system for easy 
accessibility



Color systems to 
increase recall and 
recognition across 
the project



Icons to indicate stage 
of innovation, ease 
of implementation, 
single or participatory 
activity



Typical activity page 
with iconography and 
external references







“..exceeded my expectations..”
I employed Whitespace35 to design an innovation toolkit for the ICDS program in Madhya 

Pradesh. This was a complex assignment with a tight timeframe - we needed versions in both 
Hindi and English. The design and layout exceeded my expectations for what was possible in the 

circumstances. I was very happy with the outcome and the client was very happy.

Venkatesh was always polite, helpful and thoughtful in his approach. I would definitely work 
with Whitespace35 again.

- Anna Schurmann
Public Health Consultant

Testimonials



CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

An introduction to Safe Care, 
Saving Lives program.
A primer document about the Safe Care Saving Lives program, led 
by ACCESS Health International. The document talks about the crisis, 
context, methodologies and impact of neonatal mortality.

Infographics, Diagramming, Editorial Design















CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

A framework to assess and 
improve primary care.
Report design for a framework for assessing and improving 
primary care in India. The document revolves around the seven 
building blocks of the health system with visual cues on the same.

Illustration, Infographics, Editorial Design, Diagramming
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7 building blocks of the health system, 
with forces at play between them.





CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

Improving quality of 
medicines in India.
Design of a research paper on the current state of procurement 
of medicines, supply chain management with enhanced focus 
on improving quality of drugs, pharmacy education and public 
health system.

Editorial Design, Infographics, Diagramming











CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

Interactive data story on racial 
discrimination in legacy cities.
We conceptualized and developed an interactive data visualization to study 
the case of 2 legacy cities - Bilbao and Detroit. The project unveiled past trends 
in labor policy, unemployment, along with geospatial visualization presented 
through animations. The story was presented at the annual BUILD conference 
held in Detroit, Michigan.

Conceptualization, Illustration, Infographics, Data 
Visualization, Geospatial mapping, User Experience Design, 
Animation and Interaction.



Dashboard development for  
interactive visualization





Visualization showing labor force 
participation across time and space.





“..a knack for Design Thinking and Data Visualization..”
Venkatesh and his team at WhiteSpace35 are true professionals and have a wide array of skills that can service design 
needs of all kinds. His knack for Design Thinking and Data Visualization is palpable to anyone working with him. He 

conceptualizes and executes research reports, brochures and other print material of varying levels of complexity, with 
ease and characteristic flair. 

Venkatesh also brings to the table a special sense of collaboration and has an eye for detail. His turn around time and 
commitment to deadlines mark him out as one of the leaders in his field of work. As a remote client, I was impressed 
by Venkatesh’s early adopter attitude towards the latest communications and task management tools, besides other 

infrastructural requisites.

- Jit Banerjee
Research Associate, JustJobs Network

Testimonials



CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

A manual to identify and tackle 
gender-based violence.
In collaboration with the St. Johns Research institute, this manual 
was developed with the intent of SHGs and other groups to identify 
signs of gender based violence and seek help for the same. The 
manual consisted of job aids which are accessible at a click of a 
button from the interactive PDF.

Information Mapping, Infographics, Editorial Design,  
Systems Design, Interaction

St. John’s Research Institute



Content mapping and information schema

Classification of content modules











CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

Testing the accuracy of 
India’s Economic Census
A policy paper to investigate the accuracy and methodology of the 
India’s Economic Census (EC). Through this study it was confirmed that 
the EC underestimates the number of enterprises. Our role was to 
visualize the data in innovative ways through spatial visualization and 
3-Dimensional modeling.

Infographics, Illustration, Editorial Design 
Spatial Visualization & 3D Modeling, Report Design

















“...eye for detail, easy to work with...”
Venkatesh and his team added zing to our report with their creativity and infographics. 

Their eye for detail, willingness to refine the design and ability to represent data and 
content was a great value-add, topped with quick turnaround time. They are easy to 
work with, efficient and go the extra mile to ensure that you are completely satisfied 

with the output.

- Sruthi R
Data Analyst, JUST

Testimonials



CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

Enterprise market 
opportunity reports
A set of 60 reports that studies the economic feasibility of small and 
medium enterprises. Each report consists of visualizations on employee 
strength, type of enterprise, gender ratio and power status.

Content mapping, Infographics, Illustration, User 
Experience Design, Editorial Design and Interaction

















CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

Measuring the quality of life 
experienced by Bangalore’s citizens
The findings of a siz month survey of the city’s 
infrastructure and services, under 5 major 
categories including water, environment, sanitation, 
mobility and public amenities.

Infographics, illustrations, 
visualizations, editorial design

















“..quick turnaround time, outstanding skill set..”
We had extremely tight deadlines and a lot of data that needed to be represented in simplified 

format for our target audience. The Whitespace35 team were driven and committed to meeting our 
deadlines and expectations. We appreciate their quick turnaround time, ability to navigate and 

adjust to last minute changes, professionalism and outstanding skill set.

- Shobana V
Senior Advocacy Associate, Janaagraha

Testimonials



CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

Analyzing budget expenditures 
of every ward in Bangalore
We created a Ward level Budget scorecard for 
Bangalore containing data of budget allocations, 
top expenses, comparison with other wards.

Illustration, Infographics, Editorial Design





“..commitment to project completion is outstanding..”
Working with the team at Whitespace35 is a pleasure. Their commitment to project completion 
is outstanding: whether it necessitates late nights, weekend sessions, and last-minute changes. 

Additionally their flexibility to work with diverse teams on diverse requests, spanning a range of issue 
areas and technical inputs, is really appreciated.

- Ebony Bertorelli
Manager, Applied Research Program, Janaagraha

Testimonials



CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

How budgets can 
change cities?
Based on a one page concept note, we illustrated a 
full page spread to show where BBMP budgets are 
being misallocated.

Conceptualization, Illustration, Infographics





CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

A data driven tool to assess the 
quantity and quality of jobs in India
The JustJobs Index is a data-driven tool to measure the quantity and 
quality of jobs in India. In a first, the tool also has a weightage feature to 
let users play around with the weights of the indicators.

Product Design, User Experience Design, Data 
Visualization and Web Development

FEATURED IN











CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

An interactive handbook for 
financial service providers.
An interactive handbook made post-demonetization to study 
consumers’ willingness to use digital products. Funded by J.P Morgan, 
the handbook brings forth perspectives from consumers across gender, 
region of work, age while highlighting key behavioral patterns. 

Content mapping, Infographics, Illustration, User 
Experience Design, Editorial Design and Interaction





Interactive dashboards for a  
non-linear user experience.



Navigable customer segments















CLIENT / COLLABORATOR

ABOUT THE PROJECT

KEY OFFERINGS

Tackling air pollution 
through Corporate Social 
Responsibility

Content strategy, Branding, Tone of Voice, 
Information mapping, site architecture, illustrations, 
infographics, website design, website development



Data-driven 
narratives to increase 
engagement and 
stickiness 



Campaign posters 
for specific target 
audiences





Themed posters





Thank you for your time 
and consideration. Look 
forward to seeing a potential 
collaboration!

Venkatesh Bilvam
venkatesh@whitespace35.com
+91 9741451309

Get in touch.


